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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Trail Creek is truly a unique Michigan City asset for residents and
visitors. As the City’s only major tributary to Lake Michigan, it was
once a vital industrial corridor that brought the shipping and railroad
industries into Michigan City. Today it stands as a key recreational focal
point that has been recognized as an important amenity for those who
work and play in Michigan City. But for many years those economic
and recreational opportunities have been left untapped due to limited
and often unclear public access. The Trail Creek Corridor Open Space
Study takes an important step toward expanding access and creating
a connected corridor that eliminates confusion and enhances Trail
Creek’s economic potential and recreational assets.
The Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Study also serves as a foundational
document for several City goals. Given Trail Creek’s proximity to
downtown, it has often been recognized as a natural asset for
economic development. Communities throughout the United States
have used riverwalks to help revitalize urban cores. Additionally, the
City has been working diligently to improve water quality for the
health of area beach goers. By providing substantial and permanent
open space, the Trail Creek corridor will help to clean area waterways
and limit the severity of flooding.
Beginning with the Trail Creek Watershed Management Plan, the City
has made a commitment to making Trail Creek a safer and healthier
waterway. It was largely because of this plan that City officials came to
recognize several opportunities to expand the City’s open space and
public access to the creek. As a result, the City and its partners have
worked diligently over several years to create a connected corridor
that allows for the development of a multi-use trail along Trail Creek,
an idea that seems in keeping with the stream’s name.

and Karwick Nature Park. These areas, in addition to other key sites,
will create an unparalleled corridor for nature enthusiasts, children,
and fitness buffs. By connecting these areas, City leaders will establish
a cohesive and public riverfront. In addition, the Trail Creek Corridor
Open Space Study is part of the broader Green Ring initiative that will
ultimately connect to the regional trail system.
While there are many benefits to this project, there are still challenges
to overcome. Despite the significant acreage the City has purchased
over the past decade, there are still easements and parcels that must
be addressed to provide continuous access through the corridor. In
addition, as indicated herein there are environmental obstacles at key
points that must be studied. But we are confident these are issues
that can be tackled over time. And in the interim there is plenty of
opportunity for the community to cultivate and create a thriving and
successful corridor.
Michigan City is undergoing a renaissance and Trail Creek is a vital
piece to achieving the full economic, social, and environmental
potential our City has to offer. Trail Creek is an important part of our
heritage, but for far too long it has been a hidden and inaccessible part
of our past. With this plan, the City begins to uncover the potential
Trail Creek holds.

The trail will ultimately function as a backbone that connects existing
and proposed public access points. Much has been done already to
develop such access points. Thanks to the Lake Michigan Coastal
Program, the City Council, and the Redevelopment Commission,
dozens of acres of open space were created at Winding Creek Cove
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INTRODUCTION
The Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Study originated in Michigan City’s
earliest planning documents. Then, as now, Trail Creek was viewed as
a natural area asset by many of the City’s officials and residents. The
Creek was identified as both a recreational and commercial center.
Portions of the Creek were utilized by area industries, while other
portions were used by anglers, canoeists, and others. But over time
development pressures and the rapid industrialization of Northwest
Indiana resulted in substantial industrial development along this
corridor that transformed the stream into a utilitarian corridor with
little aesthetic or recreational value. As the City has embarked on
recent revitalization initiatives it has returned to those earlier strategies
to complement proposed development.
The City has worked diligently over the past 7 years to acquire and
protect approximately 500 acres within the roughly 4 mile corridor
that extends from U.S. 35, East Michigan Boulevard, to Lake Michigan.
But these areas are often not contiguous and face challenges and
obstacles that must be addressed through a planning process.
By developing a strategy for this area, the City will preserve these
open spaces for posterity, improve existing open spaces to more
natural states, and provide improved and strategic access points
that will promote the area’s natural resources as a community asset.
Moreover, it will offer yet another economic development attraction
to complement the Washington Park lakefront, Blue Chip Casino, and
the Lighthouse Place Outlet Mall.
Finally, it should be noted that this Master Plan takes its starting point
from recent redevelopment strategies. There are current efforts to
create a vibrant commercial, residential, and social community in
the City’s North End. The plans driving these efforts all call for the
community to embrace Trail Creek as a major attraction in its own
right. With this in mind, the City has made a commitment to retaining
and enhancing a thriving natural corridor with opportunities to
engage in outdoor activities for various users. This Plan, in addition to
other recent efforts discussed below, provides a community vision for
improving and enhancing the corridor.

Vision

The Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Study will provide an important
foundation document that promotes the improvement of connectivity
between community assets, creates a regional showcase project,
and outlines the Green Ring initiative that will serve as a resident and
visitor amenity. Once implemented, the Trail Creek corridor will prove
to be a national illustration of the influence and importance of open
spaces on economic and community success for a City undergoing a
revitalization renaissance. The overarching vision for this project is:
To develop a cohesive, public recreational amenity
within the Trail Creek corridor that is a local asset and
regional destination, accessible by the surrounding
community and region

Goals and Objectives

The primary objective of this project is to develop a framework for
the City’s proposed open space corridor along scenic Trail Creek. This
framework will complement the City’s North End redevelopment
strategies, be cognizant and considerate of private landowners within
the corridor, and highlight the challenges and opportunities for
public access within the corridor. For this portion of the framework
development the project team had the following specific objectives:
•
•
•
•

Identify trail routing options along Trail Creek and integrate
other proposed and existing trails;
Develop planned activity nodes and access points for public
use;
Cultivate an Advisory Committee of diverse stakeholders and
groups that are motivated to assist in terms of volunteer time
and potential project funding; and
Complete a thorough site analysis to provide a
complete picture of the corridor.

A long term goal includes acquiring multiple sites that can ultimately
be integrated into a comprehensive Green Ring around the City. This
ring would ultimately provide access to other regional open space
TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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areas, creating a much more expansive and contiguous corridor than
has heretofore existed. From the City’s perspective, Trail Creek is the
most immediate and accessible opportunity to initiate this broader
reaching program of open space development.
Achieving these objectives required intensive data collection, dialogue
with City officials, and the input of an engaged Advisory Committee.

Study Area

The proposed study area includes roughly 1,900 acres, of which
approximately 500 acres have been or will be restored to public open
space. The corridor includes multiple land use types, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential
Industrial
Park
Gardens
Country Club
Schools
Public Facilities

The City has been on an aggressive land acquisition campaign for the
past seven years to acquire parcels along the corridor. As outlined
in the past grant information (See Appendix B), a large amount
of financial support has come through the Lake Michigan Coastal
Program. In addition, other properties have been given to the City by
LaPorte County and the Army Corps of Engineers, while still others
are being acquired through FEMA funds for flood damage. A sample,
but not comprehensive, list of the parcels that this project will knit
together into an integrated corridor is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
8

Charles R. Westcott Gateway Park..........................................4 acres
Confined Disposal Facility.......................................................30 acres
FEMA Sponsored Land...............................................................5 acres
Hansen Park.................................................................................18 acres
International Friendship Gardens.....................................110 acres
Karwick Nature Park..................................................................24 acres
Krueger Memorial Park............................................................40 acres
Michigan City Fire Department Public Access....................8 acres
Pawloske Property.....................................................................14 acres

•
•
•
•

Sanitary District Property..........................................................5 acres
Steelheaders Property................................................................5 acres
Waste, Inc.....................................................................................45 acres
Winding Creek Cove....................................................................7 acres

Please note many of these parcels, more than 200 acres, have no plan
associated with them. While many of these areas will be left natural,
some may have opportunities for passive recreation that can further
highlight the beauty and benefits of the corridor.

Advisory Committee

An advisory committee composed of individuals and organizations
who have demonstrated a past commitment to Trail Creek and the
region was formed to drive this project and provide critical decisionmaking input as the project progresses. To create efficiencies and
to avoid redundancies, the Trail Creek Watershed Management
Plan Steering Committee graciously offered to form the core of the
Advisory Committee. Other participants include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Field Museum
The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation
IDNR Lake Michigan Coastal Program
LaPorte County Soil and Water Conservation District
Michigan City Parks and Recreation Department
Michigan City Sanitary District
Michigan City Urban Forester
NIRPC
National Park Service
Nisource
Northwest Indiana Paddling Association
Northwest Indiana Steelheaders
Save the Dunes
Shirley Heinze Land Trust
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Weil-McLain

RESEARCH
AND
ANALYSIS
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RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The initial phase of this project included extensive research intended
to construct a more complete picture of the challenges and
opportunities present within the corridor. To better understand the
study area the project team researched past resources, land ownership,
natural resources and circulation, and completed an environmental
site inventory. Three important tasks were completed with respect to
project research. These tasks were as follows:
•

•

•

Project Interviews: Various City officials and department
heads were contacted and interviewed. The focus of these
interviews was to learn any anecdotal information that
might be embedded in relevant personal histories within the
project area and community.
Public Information Review: Readily available databases
and maps were collected and reviewed. This information
included: EPA and IDEM environmental databases, floodplain
maps, USGS and LaPorte County topographic maps, wetland
maps, and parcel GIS files.
Field Visits: Three field visits were conducted and recorded
with digital photography. During each of the field visits
obstacles and opportunities were documented.

Once compiled, the information was used to construct a base map for
the project area. This map incorporated all available GIS shape files,
as well as the most recent topography from LaPorte County. Because
riparian corridors are dynamic in nature, it is recommended that this
information be periodically revisited to ensure no significant changes
have been made. This is particularly true with respect to municipal
land holdings.

Resources

While this project had not been previously formalized as a
comprehensive effort, it is important to highlight that this document
would not be possible without the diligence and hard work of many
individuals and organizations who have developed important prior
frameworks for Trail Creek and the City. In essence, the proposed
project is an effort to integrate these past efforts, as well as those many
tasks not yet completed, into a comprehensive strategy that cultivates
a contiguous natural area amenity for public enjoyment. Some of the
prior efforts that laid the groundwork for this project are as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

It should be noted the Mayor, City Planner, and the LaPorte County
Geographic Information Officer contributed and offered invaluable
guidance throughout the research process.
•

The Greenways and Blueways Plan: This plan, completed
by NIRPC, highlights the many untapped opportunities for
trail development and water use. This plan is actively being
implemented throughout the region.
Greenways Master Plan:
Michigan City’s Greenways
Master Plan, completed by Butler, Fairman, and Seufert
Civil Engineers, provides an important starting point for
developing the natural area amenity potential for the
community.
Lohan Anderson Trail Creek Plan: This plan addresses areas
in the downstream section of the project area and suggests
mixed-use development for a 25 acre area.
Marquette Plan Phase II: The Marquette Plan Phase II,
completed by NIRPC, is an extension of the Marquette Plan
that incorporates Michigan City into this regional strategy to
address industrial areas and promote tourism in the region.
North End Plan: Andrews University completed this plan to
assist the City in establishing redevelopment standards for
the North End of the City. Greenspace along the Trail Creek
corridor is highlighted within the plan as an under utilized
asset that should be embraced to cultivate the North End’s
potential as a thriving regional attraction.
Singing Sands Lighthouse Trail and Inner City Bike Loop Plan:
This Michigan City Parks and Recreation Department plan
was produced in 2003. The plan provided key connectivity
information relative to other existing and planned trails.
TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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•

Trail Creek Watershed Management Plan: A watershed
management plan has been completed by IDEM and USEPA,
that develops strategies for improving the water quality
of Trail Creek. This plan will be used as the key framework
to identify BMP locations and sensitive areas that require
improvement or restoration.

Current Development Projects

There are several projects currently underway within the corridor
study area. These projects have all been integrated into the corridor
alignment, public access uses, and proposed amenity developments.
There are four major projects within the corridor that have been
considered:
•

•
•

•

12

The Michigan City Redevelopment Commission is working
to redevelop 25 acres of land adjoining the Creek. This area
includes: the former Memorial Hospital Site, the Blocksom
& Company land, the Trail Creek Marina, and the former
Icehouse property.
Charles R. Westcott Park is in the final stages of construction.
This 3.5 acre park will provide a comfortable point of
engagement for the primary proposed trail.
Michigan Boulevard Redevelopment is currently under
construction. When complete, this project will convert
a utilitarian roadway section into a complete street
thoroughfare.
A proposed Sea Lamprey Barrier is also being designed by
the US Army Corps of Engineers. As proposed, this barrier
would require a portage for boaters near Springland Avenue.

TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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LAND OWNERSHIP
The Trail Creek corridor is comprised of a broad mix of property
owners, land use types, and communities. As might be expected, most
of the land is private property with a range of uses. The corridor has
residential, light and heavy industry, and commercial all substantially
represented. The study area incorporates or examines portions of the
City of Michigan City and Towns of Pottawattomie Park, Long Beach,
and Trail Creek, as well. There are four major land owners that are
critical to developing the corridor. They are:
•

•
•
•

Michigan City Owned Land: This includes various parcels
including Michigan City Fire Department, Michigan City
Housing Authority, Michigan City Sanitary District, and
Michigan City Parks and Recreation Department.
Michigan City Area Schools: The local school system owns
substantial land around Krueger Middle School.
International Friendship Gardens: This 106 acre parcel is
a privately run not-for-profit centrally located within the
project area.
Pottawattomie Country Club: Located between International
Friendship Gardens and the Michigan City Areas Schools
property, this is an attractive country club with a golf course
that straddles Trail Creek.

All land owners should be considered stakeholders and potential
partners as the project progresses.

Many people use the DNR property and boat launch, south of Millennium Plaza, for fishing in Trail Creek.

Winding Creek Cove, a Michigan City Park, provides recreational amenities including trails.

A pedestrian bridge links International Friendship Gardens across Trail Creek.
TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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NATURAL RESOURCES
Perhaps the most striking features of the study area are the many
natural resource amenities offered. The riparian zone along Trail
Creek is an integrated combination of attractive ecological zones and
topographic typologies, while other areas along Trail Creek are more
developed. Beyond the riparian zone, there are beaches, globally
significant dunes, and interdunal hardwood forests.
The amount of relatively pristine open space areas, as well as the
opportunity to enhance several developed, though under utilized or
abandoned, parcels that makes the Trail Creek Corridor a significant
community and regional draw. A list of the natural resources in the
area is as follows:
•
•
•

•

Trail Creek: This meandering stream offers opportunities
for salmonid fisherman, canoeists and kayakers, and bird
watchers;
Lake Michigan: The beaches along Lake Michigan are a
rare resource that can be enhanced and connected to the
downtown along Trail Creek;
Wooded Areas: Hundreds of acres of forested land have been
preserved or left undeveloped within the corridor, creating a
dense woodland feel within minutes of world class shopping
and casinos;
Wetlands: Area wetlands offer habitat for threatened and
endangered species.

East of Winding Creek Cove, Trail Creek is surrounded by woodlands.

Canada Park is a large sand dune just off the shores of Lake Michigan.

Such an abundance of natural resources creates a unique space and
opportunity for education, recreation, and preservation.

An ADA accessible fishing pier at Winding Creek Cove provides fisherman access to Trail Creek.
TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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ENVIRONMENTAL SITE INVENTORY
A review of the publicly documented environmental impacts was
conducted as part of the research and analysis phase. For a former
industrial corridor, the Trail Creek study area appears to be relatively
healthy with respect to industrial impacts to the environment. The City
has worked to remediate brownfields on the area between Michigan
Boulevard and Trail Creek, while private parties have remediated other
areas. Those documented incidents that have not yet been remediated,
but have been reported, have been mapped and recorded for future
reference.
In addition, those parcels that have current or past uses that may
warrant further environmental assessment work in advance of
consideration for public use have been documented. It is anticipated
that some parcels will require remedial actions if they are to be
developed and opened for public use. But none of the documented
or anecdotal evidence indicates that these remedial actions will be
overly onerous or cost prohibitive.

Karwick Nature Park, a former municipal landfill, has highly eroded banks that are revealing the debris.

The Waste Inc. superfund site is a capped landfill.

There are areas along Trail Creek where streambanks have become destabilized and erosion is evident.
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CIRCULATION
One of the most valuable assets of Michigan City and the project
area is the variety of circulation routes already in place. The current
transportation system draws a significant amount of local and regional
people to destinations such as Lighthouse Place Premium Outlets,
Blue Chip Casino, and Lake Michigan beach as well as providing a
thoroughfare for people passing through. The circulation routes
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Amtrak and South Shore passenger rail lines provide regional
connections with multiple stops near the project area.
Michigan City has an extensive bus system that will bring
local users to the project area.
US Highway 12 and 35 provide regional vehicular access;
The City has an on-street bike route network.
When construction is complete, Michigan Boulevard will
include on-street bike lanes.
Phase 1 construction of Peanut Trail is complete which
includes a multi-use trail from Winding Creek Cove north
to Trail Creek and a bridge crossing Trail Creek. Phase 2
construction, Trail Creek to US Highway 12, is scheduled for
2011.
A multi-use trail is constructed on the abandoned rail rightof-way south of the Sanitary District Plant.
Singing Sands Lighthouse Trail is planned to provide a
regional multi-use trail connection to the Calumet Trail on
the west along US Highway 12 through Washington Park to
the Michigan State Line. Michigan City is currently trying to
secure funding for implementation.
Multiple existing paddler access locations throughout the
corridor provide access to Trail Creek and ultimately boat
access to Lake Michigan.

The Franklin Street bridge is the gateway to Washington Park.

Michigan City has constructed the first phase of Peanut Trail, a multi-use trail.

The various modes of transportation provide a solid foundation for
moving forward with providing connections between the varieties of
access routes.
The Carroll Avenue South Shore stop is one of many regional passenger train connections in the area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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PROJECT VISION

To develop a cohesive, public
recreational amenity within
the Trail Creek corridor that
is a local asset and regional
destination, accessible by the
surrounding community and
region
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OVERALL CORRIDOR ALIGNMENT
The Trail Creek Corridor multi-use trail and paddlers route will provide
a linear park along Trail Creek with amenities for local and regional
visitors. The majority of the proposed multi-use trail is off-road and
accommodates users from pedestrians to bikers to cross country skiers.
The proposed primary multi-use trail alignment begins at a proposed
trailhead at the DNR building, south of Millennium Plaza, on the east,
follows Trail Creek, and ends at Karwick Nature Park. Secondary trail
routes provide alternate connections to the primary trail route.

The multi-use and paddler trails are assets to the community that
provide a much needed link to the various City parks, surrounding
neighborhood, and regional destinations.

http://pathwayscaledoneast.blogspot.com

The proposed paddle route starts at Karwick Nature Park and ends
at Lake Michigan. There are multiple proposed access points and
upgrades to existing access points along Trail Creek for a variety of
experiences. The paddler route along Trail Creek will be set up for
submittal for a National designation.

http://www.chaacreek.com

Along the trail, there are various water activities, greenway activities,
and trail amenities that are listed in the following pages. There
are portions of the proposed trail that will require infrastructure
upgrades due to on-street routes, rail, bridge, and street crossings,
and underbridge connections. Overall, the Trail Creek multi-use trail
will connect regionally to Singing Sands Lighthouse Trail which links
to the Calumet Trail and south to Creek Ridge Park.
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CORRIDOR ALIGNMENT - WEST
Greenway Activities

Water Activities

Paddler
Access

Fishing

Multi-use
Trail

Trailhead

Overlook

1. Create a trailhead at the DNR Building
2. Create a trailhead at Westcott Park
3. Provide a multi-use trail connection adjacent
to Trail Creek to tie into overall trail system
4. Enhance the overlook at Washington Park
Observation Tower
5. Create a trailhead at Hansen Park
6. Provide an overlook at Hansen Park
7. Provide multi-use trail connection to existing
Peanut Trail
8. Provide an overlook at Waste Inc.
9. Create a trailhead at the Winding Creek Cove
10. Provide an overlook at Winding Creek Cove

1. Proposed boat launch to be constructed by
Michigan City
2. Utilize existing paddler access at Millennium
Plaza
3. Utilize existing boat launch at DNR Building
4. Enhance existing fishing station at DNR
Building
5. Enhance existing paddler access at Hansen
Park
6. Add a fishing station at Hansen Park
7. Provide a fishing station at the Waste Inc.
property
8. Improve existing paddler access at Winding
Creek Cove
9. Enhance existing ADA accessible fishing pier
at Winding Creek Cove

Trail Amenities

Picnic Area Camping

Trail Infrastructure

Park

1. Utilize existing picnic areas in Washington
Park
2. Create picnic opportunities at Washington
Park Observation Tower
3. Provide primitive camping at Washington
Park Observation Tower
4. Utilize existing picnic shelter at Sprague
Point
5. Create picnic areas at Hansen Park
6. Provide primitive camping for paddlers on
the south bank of Trail Creek across from
Hansen park
7. Create picnic opportunities at Waste Inc.
8. Develop Waste Inc. site into a regional park
that may include amenities such as a dog
park, adventure course, and Frisbee golf.
9. Create picnic opportunities at Winding Creek
Cove

Parking

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Underbridge At-Grade
Connection Crossing

Provide parking at the DNR building
Improve at-grade rail crossing at Wabash St
Enhance existing bridge crossing at Franklin
Improve at-grade rail crossing at Franklin St
Utilize existing parking in Washington Park
Provide parking at the Washington Park
Observation Tower
Provide Amtrak bridge crossing
Improve at-grade rail crossing at Center St
Create a new pedestrian bridge utilizing the
old embankments at 2nd street
Provide an underbridge connection at US 12
Utilize existing parking at Westcott Park
Utilize existing parking at Sprague Point
Enhance existing bridge crossing at East St
Improve parking at Hansen Park
Provide a signed trail crossing at US 12
Utilize existing Peanut Trail bridge
Provide parking at Waste Inc.
Create a new pedestrian bridge from
Winding Creek Cove to Waste Inc.
Improve parking at Winding Creek Cove

Northwest Indiana Paddling Association

19.

Bridge
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CORRIDOR ALIGNMENT - NORTHEAST

Paddler
Access

Fishing

1. Improve existing paddler access at Robert
Peo DNR property
2. Utilize existing fishing area at Robert Peo DNR
property
3. Enhance existing paddler access at Fire
Station
4. Improve existing fishing area at Fire Station
5. Improve the existing paddler access at Liberty
Trail
6. Create and improve existing fishing areas in
Krueger Memorial park

Greenway Activities

Multi-use
Trail

Trailhead

Trail Amenities

Overlook

Picnic Area Camping

1. Provide an overlook at the Michigan City Fire
Station
2. Create an overlook at Friendship Gardens
3. Provide an off-street multi-use trail to tie
into overall trail system
4. Create a trailhead at Krueger Memorial Park
5. Provide an overlook at Krueger Memorial
Park
6. Create a trailhead at Oak Hills Park

Trail Infrastructure

Park

1. Provide picnic opportunities in Friendship
Gardens
2. Create picnic opportunities at Krueger
Memorial Park
3. Provide primitive camping at Krueger
Memorial Park

Parking

Bridge

Underbridge At-Grade
Connection Crossing

1. Improve existing parking at Robert Peo DNR
property
2. Enhance existing bridge crossing at Liberty
Trail
3. Utilize existing parking at Fire Station
4. Provide a section of parking within the
existing parking lot for trail users at
Friendship Gardens
5. Improve existing pedestrian bridge at
Friendship Gardens
6. Improve existing parking at park building
and provide an additional parking area at
Krueger Memorial Park
7. Enhance existing parking at Oak Hills Park
8. Provide signed at-grade trail crossing at
Martin Luther King Drive
9. Provide signed at-grade trail crossing at
South Karwick Road
10. Provide signed at-grade trail crossing at
Tryon Road

Village of Orland Park

Water Activities
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CORRIDOR ALIGNMENT - SOUTHEAST
Greenway Activities

Water Activities

Paddler
Access

Fishing

Multi-use
Trail

Overlook

1. Provide an off-street multi-use trail by
expanding the sidewalk on the south side
of Springland Avenue to tie into the overall
trail system
2. Create a trailhead at Karwick Nature Park
3. Provide overlooks at Karwick Nature Park

Picnic Area Camping

Trail Infrastructure

Park

1. Create picnic opportunities at Karwick Nature
Park
2. Provide primitive camping at Karwick Nature
Park

Parking

Bridge

Underbridge At-Grade
Connection Crossing

1. Redesign the Lamprey Barrier to allow easy
portage over Trail Creek
2. Provide signed at-grade trail crossing at
South Karwick Road
3. Improve underbridge connection at South
Shore Railroad
4. Utilize and provide connection to existing
pedestrian bridge at Karwick Nature Park

Northwest
type
here Indiana Paddling Association

1. Enhance paddler access at Karwick Nature
Park
2. Create fishing areas at Karwick Nature Park

Trailhead

Trail Amenities
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
As with any redevelopment undertaking, there are multiple
opportunities and challenges that merit discussion early in the
project development process. Current users of the Trail Creek Corridor
span an array of interests and needs, including businesses, residents,
visitors, and public functions. In almost all cases, these users stand to
benefit from improved public access to Trail Creek, but businesses and
residents will also see increased property values. The development
of this corridor will provide the only riverfront public access of its
kind in Northwest Indiana and Southwest Michigan, which will be a
major attraction for visitors and tourists. Lastly, the public sector will
see increased assessed valuations and, if done properly, decreased
impacts on storm sewer infrastructure.
To realize this vision, there are four key areas that merit further
consideration. These are land access, environmental, funding, and
branding. By developing strategies to overcome the challenges and
advance the opportunities associated with this project, the City
will move toward realizing a grand and unique vision that will have
positive impacts for the community and the region.

Land Access

Opportunities: The City owns several hundred acres of land
immediately adjacent to Trail Creek. This land can be enhanced
and developed to build early project momentum. In many cases,
contiguous trails can be, or already have been, developed. Connecting
these parcels and beginning to develop a cohesive theme are the
important near term opportunities.
Challenges: A large amount of land within the corridor is owned by
private residents and businesses. The City should engage in early
and frequent dialogue with these land owners to develop access
agreements where necessary. These agreements should allow for
stipulations that meet the needs of the landowners, while maintaining
the integrity of the project vision.

Environmental

Opportunities: As a former industrial area, there are multiple known
or suspected brownfield parcels adjacent to Trail Creek. In many cases,
these properties are underutilized. Public access use for such land is
becoming a growing and important trend in community development.
It eliminates blight and creates a stronger sense of place when done
with vision and purpose. The Trail Creek corridor offers many such
opportunities.
Challenges: Because the corridor is variable in nature, developing
a clear strategy for dealing with brownfields, wetland areas, and
floodplains is critical. It must be made clear to the public why and
how each of these environmental impacts is being integrated and
addressed. The impacts on flora and fauna in such a richly diverse
ecological area should also be considered throughout the project.

Funding

Opportunities: The Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Study represents
a prime example of a significant shift in approach toward Michigan
City community planning. Waterways like Trail Creek have been
recognized as important community assets over the past 30 years. As
a result, cities, states, the federal government, and private foundations
have all developed programs that help fund the implementation of
clear well-articulated visions. For Michigan City this means there is
ample opportunity for available outside funding, as well as a values
shift that is indicated by past local community support.
Challenges: The primary challenge to implementation of the Trail
Creek Corridor is a consistent effort to seek out and identify funding
resources. Because of limited internal resources, owing largely to
overburdened budgets, it is often difficult for communities to continue
such efforts over the period of years required to realize an ambitious
vision.
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Branding

Opportunities: In many areas, Michigan City is experiencing
a community renaissance. With the attention to Trail Creek
redevelopment areas, and now the addition of the Trail Creek Corridor
public access areas, there is a tremendous opportunity to develop
a marketing and branding campaign for the trail and community. If
done appropriately, Michigan City could capitalize on the positive
state business environment to draw employers that seek out the many
public amenities the City is cultivating.
Challenges: To accomplish this City leaders and residents must come
to a consensus about the image Michigan City wishes to present. This
can prove to be challenging in diverse communities, where interests
and motivations are often disparate and contradictory.
The surge of interest in the Great Lakes brings increased opportunities
and focus to the redevelopment of riparian corridors for public use and
ecological preservation. To capitalize on this enthusiasm, as well as
state, federal, and private funding for conservation-oriented projects,
there is a need to move quickly. By putting forth an ambitious vision,
Michigan City is taking an important and invaluable first step toward
addressing challenges and capitalizing on opportunities.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The realization of the goals and objectives outlined by the City and
the Advisory Committee will take an Implementation Strategy that
capitalizes on the enthusiasm and importance that businesses,
residents, and visitors place on the Trail Creek Corridor. While a more
complete and exact strategy, including a detailed project matrix, is
proposed for later stages of this project, two steps can be started in
the near term to continue the progress of this plan, including:

Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Master Plan

The Master Plan will expand on the work presented in this study
by taking a more detailed approach to the corridor and open
space planning. It will further develop existing City properties and
connections between these, outline a strategy for easements and
acquisitions and determine access points within the Trail Creek
corridor, while balancing ecological and environmental impacts. An
implementation strategy will be created that identifies phasing, site
activities and amenities, and sensitive areas that should be protected
indefinitely.

Easements and Acquisitions

Michigan City has a tremendous and relatively uncomplicated
opportunity to develop the multi-use trail, the backbone of the
Trail Creek Corridor, in the near term. To do so, the City will need to
begin discussions with private land owners regarding the potential
for easements and land acquisitions or donations. In many cases,
properties can be readily acquired by the City due to abandonment,
flooding, or other issues that make relocation preferable for the
owners. In other cases, the City will want to work with landowners to
establish acceptable easements that will mutually benefit the land
owner and the community.
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APPENDIX A
FUNDING MATRIX

This list is intended to provide a number of available resources to fund portions of the Trail Creek Corridor Open Space Study as the project progresses
toward and into implementation. Because grant funding is dynamic and funders have variable resources, this list should be updated regularly.
Funding Source
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Grant

Funding
Amount

Description

ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal
Foundation

Varies

The ArcelorMittal Foundation was created in May 2007. It is a non-profit organization, focused
on formalizing and developing ArcelorMittal’s responsibility towards communities.

The Conservation Fund

The Conservation
Fund Great Lakes
Fund

Varies

Provides technical assistance and bridge financing to nonprofit land trusts working to
preserve resources within the Great Lakes Basin. Short-term loans are made to public
agencies and nonprofit land trusts for the conservation of coastal and freshwater sites of high
ecological significance.

Kodak American
Eastman Kodak, The
Conservation Fund, and Greenways Grant
the National Geographic
Society

Varies

Small grants to stimulate the planning and design of greenways in communities throughout
America.

Gaylord and Dorothy
Donnelley Foundation

Gaylord and
Dorothy Donnelley
Foundation

Varies

We foster the conservation and stewardship of natural land, providing current and future
generations a link with their heritage.

IDEM

Section 319
Implementation

Varies

Funding available for various implementation projects related to an approved Watershed
Management Plan.

IDNR

Lake Michigan
Coastal Program

Varies

For projects to protect and restore natural, cultural, and historic resources in Indiana’s Lake
Michigan coastal region. Comprised of two components: (1)Large Scale Grant Program;
and (2) Small Scale Grant Program. Projects are required to be located in the proposed Lake
Michigan Coastal Program Area, which consists of the watershed area draining into Indiana’s
portion of Lake Michigan.

Funding Source

Grant

Funding
Amount

Description

IDNR

Land and Water
Conservation

$10,000 to
$200,000

Parks and recreation districts only may apply. Can be applied for a variety of project types.

IDNR

Recreational Trails
Program

$10,000 to
$150,000

Public entities are eligible for multi-use trail related projects.

INDOT / NIRPC

Congestion
Mitigation & Air
Quality Program

Varies

Purpose is to fund projects that aid in improving air quality in regions that qualify, such as
Northwest Indiana. NIRPC accepts applications from eligible agencies in Lake, Porter, and
LaPorte Counties for funding consideration. Call-for-projects occur every two years. Off-road
trails are eligible projects under CMAQ.

INDOT / NIRPC

Surface
Transportation
Program

Varies

Provides flexible funding that may be used by states and localities for projects on any
Federal-aid highway. NIRPC dedicates 3-5% of its portion to non-motorized projects such as
off-road trails. Call-for-projects occur every two years.

INDOT/NIRPC

Transportation
Enhancement
Program

Varies

Offers funding opportunities to help expand transportation choices and to enhance the
transportation experience through 12 eligible activities related to surface transportation
including pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and safety programs, scenic and historic
highway programs, landscaping and scenic beautification, historic preservation, and
environmental mitigation. NIRPC has yearly call-for-projects and ranks eligible applications
for INDOT’s final approval. Single largest grant-aid program for off-road trail development in
Northwest Indiana.

Nisource

Nisource
Foundation

Up to
$50,000

The Foundation seeks opportunities to provide funding and encourage volunteer support
for non-profit organizations in the areas of: Community Vitality and Development,
Environmental and Energy Sustainability, Learning and Science Education, and Public Safety
and Human Services.
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Grant

Funding
Amount

Description

NOAA

Coastal and Marine
Habitat Restoration
Projects Funding

Up to
$1,000,000

Can be used for park improvements, habitat corridors, redevelopment of blighted areas into
habitat/park.

NOAA

Fisheries Habitat
Restoration /
Community Based
Program

Varies

Provides funds for small-scale, locally driven habitat restoration projects that foster natural
resource stewardship within communities and build partnerships aimed at restoring
anadromous fish, marine and estuarine habitat, as well as promote community involvement
and an overall conservation-stewardship ethic.

NOAA

Great Lakes
Watershed
Restoration Grants

$35,000 to
$1,000,000

Shoreline restoration, watershed restoration projects, green infrastructure that addresses
water quality.

US EPA

Advancing Public
Health Protection
Through Water
Infrastructure
Sustainability

$300,000 to
$600,000

Can be used for improvements, mapping, and some planning.

US EPA

Five Star
Restoration
Program

$5,000 to
$20,000

The Five Star Restoration Program brings together students, conservation corps, other youth
groups, citizen groups, corporations, landowners and government agencies to provide
environmental education and training through projects that restore wetlands and streams.

US EPA

Great Lakes
Restoration
Initiative

Significant
Brownfield remediation, water quality improvements, green infrastructure.
over a period
of years.
$475 million
to start.
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Funding Source

Grant

Funding
Amount

Description

US EPA

Regional
Geographic
Initiative

Varies

Supports innovative, geographically-based environmental projects that protect children’s
health, restore watersheds, provide for clean air, prevent pollution, and foster environmental
stewardship.

US EPA

Wetland Program
Development

Varies

To achieve no-net-loss and net-gain of wetlands in the US by conserving and restoring
wetland health through the development of effective and comprehensive wetland protection
and management programs. Provides the opportunity to build restoration programs, train
staff, and prioritize restoration work.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Assistance

In kind

Provides technical information and assistance to restore, manage, and conserve the health
of nationally significant fish, marine mammals, wildfire, other aquatic animals, and their
habitats. For the restoration of degraded habitats, open up fish passages, remove invasive
species, and planting native vegetation.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Migratory Bird
Management

Varies

For projects that aim to restore habitat where bird populations are declining, on-the-ground
activities to conserve migratory bird and other wildlife habitats, supporting regional-scale
biological planning, project implementation, and evaluation.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

National Fish &
Wildlife Foundation
General Matching
Grant Program

Varies

To foster cooperative partnerships to restore and maintain proper function to watersheds
and landscapes.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Native Plant
Conservation
Initiative

Varies

A strong preference is given for “on-the-ground” projects that involve local communities and
citizen volunteers in the restoration of native plant communities. Funds cannot be used for
direct land acquisition costs or political advocacy.
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Grant

Funding
Amount

Description

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

North American
Wetlands
Conservation Grant
Programs

Varies

Encourages voluntary public-private partnerships to conserve North American wetlands
ecosystems for migratory birds and other wildlife. For the acquisition, restoration, and
enhancement of wetlands and associated uplands habitat.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service

Various

$10,000 to
$75,000

Habitat restoration, can be used for trails, park improvements, native plantings.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service , ArcelorMittal,
USEPA

Sustain Our Great
Lakes - Community
Grants Program

$25,000 to
$150,000

A bi-national grants program focused on restoring the chemical, biological and physical
integrity of the Great Lakes ecosystem. This grant supports habitat restoration and
enhancement projects that simultaneously: 1) improve local habitat conditions; and 2) build
local conservation capacity.

US Fish and Wildlife
Service , ArcelorMittal,
USEPA

Sustain Our Great
Lakes - Stewards
Grant Program

$150,000 to
$1,500,000

A bi-national grants program focused on restoring the chemical, biological and physical
integrity of the Great Lakes ecosystem. This grant supports large-scale habitat restoration
and enhancement projects that will have enduring and significant positive impacts on the
ecological condition of the Great Lakes basin.

United Technologies
Corporation Building
Sustainable Cities

United Technologies Varies
Corporation

The UTC Building Sustainable Cities initiative promotes environmental responsibility through
sustainable building practices in urban areas. We initiate and participate in programs
designed to educate on the need for more sustainable building practices and encourage the
growth of urban green spaces.

Wildlife Habitat Council
& Partners

Corporate
Campaign for
Migratory Bird
Conservation

A corporate-led initiative designed to preserve and restore habitat on corporate lands, in
cooperation with other public and private landowners, along critical migratory bird routes in
the Western Hemisphere.
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APPENDIX B

GAYLORD AND DOROTHY DONNELLEY GRANT APPLICATION
Land Conservation - Project
Section 1: Basic Organization Information
Date of application: 12/01/2010
Organization Name: Michigan City Redevelopment Commission
Aka/dba: Redevelopment Commission
Mailing Address: Planning and Redevelopment, 100 East Michigan
Boulevard, Michigan City, Indiana 46360
Main telephone number: (219) 873-1419 ext. 324
Fax number: (219) 873-1580
E-mail Address: johnp@emichigancity.com
Website: http://www.emichigancity.com/cityhall/boards/
redevelopment/
Fiscal year end: 12/31
Total expenses of most recently completed fiscal year: $410,000
Geographical Area Served: Chicago Region-LaPorte County, IN
Section 2: Staff
Number of full-time, paid staff: 7
Number of part-time, paid staff: 2
Organization Primary Contact: Mr. John Pugh, Director City Planning
and Redevelopment
Contact Information: See above
Section 3: Board
Length of board terms: 12 months
Length of board chair’s term: 12 months
Range of board member contributions: $0
Board Chair: Mr. Ken Behrendt, President
Email: khbehrendt@sbcglobal.net
Office Phone: (219) 873-1419
Home Phone: (219) 873-1580
Office City, State: Michigan City, Indiana
Home City, State: Michigan City, Indiana
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Section 4: Organization Details
Mission Statement:
The Michigan City Redevelopment Commission is a five-member
board that oversees the City of Michigan City Department of
Redevelopment. Established under state law, the Commission is
empowered to clear, plan, and redevelop blighted areas and to
undertake economic development in previously undeveloped or in
developing areas within the city limits of Michigan City, Indiana.
Brief History & Description:
The Michigan City Redevelopment Commission was established
under Indiana state law in 1959 to initiate urban renewal in the City’s
core target areas, primarily the North End of the community and
those areas along Trail Creek. Although initially funded with federal
dollars, as indicated below, the funding now comes through a variety
of revenues. The redevelopment renaissance the City is currently
undergoing is largely coordinated through the redevelopment
department.
For many years, the Redevelopment Commission worked to restore
blighted properties and stabilize threatened areas as part of more
traditional urban renewal goals, but in recent years the Redevelopment
Commission has been encouraged to take a more proactive planning
and implementation role in transitioning Michigan City from an
industrial economic base to a service and tourism based economy.
There is community consensus that to entice higher profile service
companies to locate here, and to encourage tourism, it must capitalize
on the area’s natural beauty and promote and highlight those quality
of life benefits, most particularly its natural assets, that the City and
region have to offer.
How often does your organization undertake strategic planning, and
how is it conducted?
The Redevelopment Commission is tasked with providing planning on
an as needed basis for various redevelopment projects. State and City
statutes guide the structure, capacity, and limits of the types of projects,

geographic areas, and planning that the Redevelopment Commission
can undertake. Given these legal guidelines, the Redevelopment
Commission does not undertake a formal internal planning program,
such as might be performed by a nonprofit organization.
The Redevelopment Commission meets on a monthly basis to review
project progress and plan for future projects and opportunities. It is
at these public meetings that plans are discussed and approved. In
addition, the Redevelopment Commission may meet periodically
with City officials and departments to discuss elements of ongoing or
potential projects.
What is the biggest internal issue currently faced by your organization?
The largest internal issue the Redevelopment Commission faces is
continued budgetary constraints due to reduced revenue. The State of
Indiana has recently implemented a new tax structure through House
Bill 1001 that limits the ability of municipalities to raise revenues for
capital projects. As a result, the Redevelopment Commission’s budget
has steadily eroded. The difference between fiscal year 2010 and
2011 is projected to be a decrease of $30,000, 8% of annual budget,
as shown on the attached Budget Estimate Forms. In the current
economic climate, this downward budgetary trend is anticipated to
continue.
What is the biggest external challenge currently faced by your
organization?
The largest external challenge the Redevelopment Commission faces
is the call to develop capital projects that complement the City in the
face of the recent economic downturn. As a reaction to the downturn,
the City and its residents have encouraged the Redevelopment
Commission to undertake key infrastructure projects that will attract
and retain residents and businesses as the economy recovers. Given
the City’s limited resources, implementation of these projects has
been a challenge.
A related challenge is the pressure to develop open spaces as a

means to promote economic development. The Redevelopment
Commission and City officials have determined that many of the
remaining open spaces, particularly along Trail Creek, should be
preserved for public access as a quality of life benefit. Consequently,
expediting the development of public access is critical to promoting
the quality of life improvements before these lands are put to other
uses by private developers. Open space corridor development is an
important challenge that this grant application seeks to address.
Who is responsible for fundraising for your organization?
The Commission’s annual operating budget comes from earnings
from investments, including investments derived from Tax
Incremental Financing (TIF) revenues. This budget covers the cost
of city staff, legal, and accounting services, and modest operating
expenses. Redevelopment projects are paid for by TIF revenues,
bond issues, and from invested funds.
To what nonprofit service agencies or membership organizations
does your organization belong?
Donors Forum of Chicago, Scanpo
Section 5: Proposal Narrative
Land Conservation Strategy: Preserve, restore and protect strategic
lands (Land Conservation)
Project Title: Trail Creek Greenspace Project
Total amount requested: $115,000
Over how many months? 12 months
Year 1 Requested Amount: $115,000
Describe how the proposed project is relevant to the strategy you
chose above:
The Trail Creek Greenspace Project, see attached map, will protect
a critical duneland riparian corridor within Michigan City. These
corridors have been under constant development pressure
throughout the region. Indeed, the Trail Creek corridor, specifically,
TRAIL CREEK CORRIDOR OPEN SPACE STUDY
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has several developed parcels that this project will seek to restore to
a more natural state. In addition, The Trail Creek Greenspace Project
will provide the foundation that allows the City to create improved
connectivity to other greenspace areas. It will prove to be a regional
showcase project that illustrates the importance of open space in
municipal planning.
The City has worked diligently over the past 7 years to acquire and
protect approximately 500 acres (this includes some existing parks)
within the roughly 4 mile corridor that extends from U.S. 35 (Michigan
Boulevard) to Lake Michigan. By developing a master plan for this area
the Redevelopment Commission will preserve these open spaces for
posterity, improve existing open spaces to more natural states, and
provide improved and strategic access points that will promote the
area’s natural resources as a community asset.
Moreover, as shown on the attached Regional Greenspace Map, there
is a larger opportunity to create a “Green Ring” around the City. This
ring will connect to the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Creek Ridge
County Park, Conservation Trust Lands, and Department of Natural
Resources lands. A longtime goal of the City and the Redevelopment
Commission has been to highlight the natural assets of the region
through strategically located access points and trail corridors. While
many visitors and residents are familiar with the lakefront, there is
hope that we can shine a light on the many forested and ecologically
significant areas throughout the community and region.
Please list up to 5 project outcomes and how you will measure each
one:
The primary outcome of this project will be a clear implementation
plan for the Trail Creek Corridor. This will be measured by a completed
plan that has carefully considered environmental conditions,
ecological opportunities, stormwater concerns, and public access
along the corridor.
An important outcome of this plan will be continued conservation
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of the community’s natural areas. By developing a plan for this
vital corridor, it will highlight the need to expand our conservation
efforts. This will be best measured by continued land acquisition for
parcels that will be included in the “Green Ring” in the coming years.
An additional measurement will be the interest and commitment of
private landowners to provide conservation easements or other forms
of permanent conservation in sensitive areas.
Promoting the City’s underutilized natural areas and ecological gems
is a targeted outcome for this project. We will measure this by tracking
attendance at meetings, and by creating a “corridor use matrix” with
steering committee members. These organizations will distribute the
matrix to their members and colleagues to develop a baseline use plan
for the corridor. By understanding who uses the corridor currently, the
City will be able to observe how and if use increases as the corridor is
promoted and repurposed. Once the baseline data is developed, the
City will perform regular use surveys with this matrix to observe any
usage trends.
An important outcome of this plan will be the development of an
advisory steering committee for this project and other open space
projects. Because implementation of all elements of the plan will take
time, having a committed group of motivated individuals will help
to continue the conservation legacy in Michigan City. In addition,
it is hope that these groups can use this forum as a networking
opportunity to join resources on other similar conservation efforts in
the region, thus expanding the reach of the project. The success of this
element will best be measured by the variety and numbers of groups
willing to participate on the steering committee, and the stakeholders
who come forth during the project interested in participating in some
fashion. We will track these numbers at various meetings and events.
Please describe the project. What will you do? Is it new or ongoing?
The Trail Creek Greenspace Project is a concept that has origins in the
earliest planning documents for the City. Trail Creek was viewed as a
natural area asset by many of the earliest City officials, but development

pressures and the rapid industrialization of Northwest Indiana
resulted in substantial industrial development along this corridor. As
the City embarked on more recent urban planning initiatives, the City
has returned to those earlier strategies by consistently indicating the
need to conserve and restore open space adjacent to the City’s North
End. Each of the recent City plans, outlined in more detail below, point
to the need for additional open space for the City’s 10 million annual
visitors and 32,000 residents.
As shown on the attached Trail Creek Greenspace Project Area Map,
the proposed study area includes roughly 1800 acres, of which
approximately 500 acres have been or will be restored to public open
space once this project is complete and implementation has begun.
Further, as seen on the attached Regional Greenspace Map, there are
multiple sites that can ultimately be integrated into a comprehensive
“Green ring” around the City. This ring would ultimately provide access
to other regional open space areas, creating a much more expansive
and contiguous corridor than has heretofore existed. From the
City’s perspective, Trail Creek is the most immediate and accessible
opportunity to initiate this broader reaching program of open space
development.
In addition, regional strategies point to Michigan City as an anchor
community for access to trails. For example, the opportunity to
develop Michigan City into a gateway community for the Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore has long been discussed. The Trail Creek
Greenspace Project can promote such strategies by restoring former
developed areas into healthy green spaces, and creating trails and
access points along an important regional Lake Michigan tributary.
Although much work has been done, it should not be assumed
that past efforts and visions have provided everything necessary to
realize the potential of the Trail Creek corridor. While prior efforts
have cultivated enthusiasm and generated much needed discussion
about the open space and conservation needs of Michigan City and
the region, there are many specific challenges and issues that require

thought and analysis. How to address and identify ecologically
threatened areas? How can brownfields, some of them substantial,
be restored and accessed in beneficial ways? And how can the Trail
Creek corridor be developed into a cohesive and coherent regional
asset that begins to untangle the confused, though ample, array of
open space areas within the City and region? These are just some of
the questions that will be answered through this proposed project.
Prior Efforts:
While the Trail Creek Greenspace Project was not previously
formalized as a comprehensive effort, it is important to highlight
that the steps proposed herein, as well as any future steps, would not
be possible without the diligence and hard work of many individuals
and organizations who have developed important frameworks
for Trail Creek and the City. In essence, the proposed project is an
effort to integrate these past efforts, as well as those many tasks
not yet completed, into a comprehensive strategy that cultivates
a contiguous natural area for public enjoyment. Some of the prior
efforts that laid the groundwork for this project are as follows:
Planning:
•

•

Marquette Plan Phase II: The Marquette Plan Phase II,
completed by NIRPC, is an extension of the Marquette Plan
that incorporates Michigan City into this regional strategy
to restore industrial areas and promote eco-tourism in the
region. Trail Creek and Michigan City’s lakefront area are
pointed to in this plan as important regional assets.
Greenways and Blueways Plan: Also completed by NIRPC,
this plan highlights the many untapped opportunities
for trail development and water use. This plan is actively
being implemented throughout the region. The Trail Creek
Greenspace Project builds on elements of this plan by
seeking to incorporate many of the suggestions laid out
within the Greenways and Blueways Plan.
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•

•

•

North End Plan: Andrews University completed this recent
plan to assist the City in establishing redevelopment
standards for the North End of the City. Greenspace along
the Trail Creek corridor is highlighted within the plan as an
underutilized asset that should be embraced to cultivate the
North End’s potential as a thriving regional attraction.
Lohan Anderson Trail Creek Plan: This plan addresses areas
in the downstream section of the project area, and suggests
mixed-use development for a 25 acre area (See Lohan
Anderson Trail Creek Plan 6 for example). Again, open space
is seen as critical. As seen on the map, a proposed natural
area island would be located as a point of reference for the
beginning of the Trail Creek Greenspace Project.
Trail Creek Watershed Management Plan: Perhaps most
importantly, a watershed management plan has been
completed according to IDEM and USEPA standards that
develops strategies for improving the water quality of Trail
Creek. This was initiated by the Sanitary District and includes
many stakeholders who will likely participate on this project’s
Steering Committee. This plan will be used as the key
framework to identify BMP locations and sensitive areas that
require improvement or restoration.

Land Acquisition and Open Space Development
The City has been on an aggressive land acquisition campaign for the
past seven years to acquire parcels along the corridor. As seen in the
attached Past Grant Information file, much of this support has come
through the Lake Michigan Coastal Program support. In addition, other
properties have been given to the City by LaPorte County and by the
Army Corps of Engineers, while still others are being acquired through
FEMA funds for flood damage. A sample, but not comprehensive, list
of the parcels that this project will knit together into a thematically
integrated corridor is as follows:
Karwick Nature Park...................................................................................24 acres
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Krueger Memorial Park.............................................................................40 acres
Winding Creek Cove.....................................................................................7 acres
Waste, Inc.......................................................................................................45 acres
Confined Disposal Facility........................................................................30 acres
Hansen Park..................................................................................................18 acres
International Friendship Gardens.......................................................110 acres
Lake Industries (To be added at a later date).....................................15 acres
Sanitary District Property............................................................................5 acres
Charles R. Westcott Gateway Park............................................................4 acres
FEMA Sponsored Land................................................................................5 acres
Pawloske Property......................................................................................14 acres
Steelheaders Property.................................................................................5 acres
Michigan City Fire Department Public Access.....................................8 acres
Total New Open Space
Acreage........................................................................................................330 acres
Please note many of these parcels, more than 200 acres, have no plan
associated with them. While many of these areas will be left natural,
some may have opportunities for passive recreation that can further
highlight the beauty and benefits of the corridor.
Project Tasks:
Phase I: Corridor Plan Development
Phase I of this project is currently underway and has been funded by
the Redevelopment Commission. It is expected to be complete in 3-4
months. The primary purpose of this phase is to collect and analyze
existing data, develop a steering committee, and to develop a series
of options along the corridor. This information will inform later stages
of the project.
a.

Data Collection and Analysis: Existing soils maps, topography,
floristic data, and parcel data will be collected and
incorporated into mapping that will be used as a foundation

b.
c.

d.

for developing trail options.
Site Visits: Visual observations of the corridor are critical
and will be completed by the project team to determine
opportunities and challenges along the corridor.
Meetings/Coordination: The steering committee will be
developed and several meetings will be held to explore the
types of uses and areas that should be promoted or avoided
for public access.
Planning, Mapping, Preliminary Engineering: Available
information and the input of the steering committee will
be used to complete a preliminary report that includes
engineering and landscape architecture, and outlines the
opportunities and challenges along the corridor. This will be
used as a basis for all future work.

Phase II: Master Corridor Plan:
The Master Corridor Plan expands on the Phase I elements of the project
by taking an innovative approach to corridor planning. This phase of
the project will consider ecological and environmental aspects of the
corridor while working to connect those existing access points and
assets outlined above. At this level of the project, the options outlined
under Phase I will be crystallized into an implementation strategy that
lays out implementation phases, site activities, and sensitive areas that
should be protected permanently.
This phase of the project is the work that would be completed with
the requested funding. It is anticipated that the below scope of work
would be completed within 6 months of Phase I completion.
a.

Bioblitz: Michigan City, Indiana is the owner of multiple
sites with conservation potential that is as yet largely
undetermined. As part of land use planning for Michigan City
a general inventory of the flora and fauna will be completed.
This overview should be followed by a more in-depth study
of those properties identified as harboring significant

biodiversity value: species and natural communities of
conservation concern.
A general overview of the sites would include: 1examination and interpretation of a recent aerial photos
to identify rich remnant pockets 2- interviews with local
naturalists who are familiar with birds, herpetofauna,
wildflowers, etc. 3- vegetation surveys in the locations
identified as having high potential for rich biodiversity. The
Field Museum and our partner universities and colleges
would be engaged in conducting this inventory.
A one day “Bioblitz” would complement this vegetation
information. This would be a one day event in which teams
of scientists, volunteers, and community members join
forces to find, identify, and learn about as many local plant,
insect and mammal species as possible. It is an opportunity
for adults, children, and teens to join biologists in the field,
participate in bona fide research expeditions, and learn
from experts about inventorying and the importance of
biodiversity.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect baseline presence/absence data on birds,
plants, herpetofauna, mammals and insects inhabiting the Michigan City sites.
Help build a volunteer base for future monitoring and
restoration projects within the area.
Build awareness in the local communities about the
ecosystem that surrounds them and why we should
be conserving the habitat and wildlife.
Build interest in local schools concerning science
programs and the importance of conservation of our
natural resources.
Attract media attention
Have fun!
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We would work to involve local high school students, other NGOs,
state and federal agency members, and universities. This effort will
be an important publicizing and branding event for the project and
will announce the Trail Creek Corridor as a recreation opportunity
to the community.
b.

c.

d.
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Stormwater Management Strategies: The Trail Creek Corridor
is the most important riparian corridor in the community. As
identified in the Trail Creek Watershed Management Plan,
greenspace along this corridor provides an important buffer
to flooding, substantial water quality benefits, and helps to
control erosion. Utilizing low impact development strategies
and stormwater Best Management Practices to mitigate
flooding is important. These strategies will be proposed to
mitigate the effects of past area development and to restore
currently developed areas to a more natural condition. As
part of this strategy, existing wetlands will be identified so
that they can be protected permanently.
Environmental Review: Several sites along Trail Creek have
historical uses that require some level of environmental
management and review. The majority of these sites would
likely be considered brownfields. Examples include the Waste,
Inc. landfill site, the Confined Disposal Facility, and the sludge
lagoons at the Sanitary District. An evaluation of existing
conditions and potential uses will be made to determine the
best path forward for remediating and reuse on these sites.
This will include a site visit, environmental database review,
and review of other historical data.
Conservation Strategy: Phase I information, as well as those
Phase II elements outlined above, will be used to develop an
overall conservation strategy. This strategy will inform the
final trail layout, construction practices, as well as identifying
sensitive ecological zones that should be protected. A
specialized consultant will be engaged to work with The Field
Museum and its partners, as well as the primary consultant
team, to develop mapping and a conservation opportunities
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f.

g.

report.
Proposed Trail Layout: The above efforts will be analyzed to
finalize a proposed trail layout. The proposed trail alignment
will knit together existing assets, while avoiding damage
to sensitive ecological areas. This alignment will seek to
highlight the beauty and variety of the corridor, as well as
educate users on the importance of conservation, especially
in riparian zones. The layout will be presented as maps with
renderings and pictures of key points of interest.
Site Plans: While several areas along the corridor have been
converted into attractive parks, others, such as the Waste,
Inc. landfill, have not yet been thought through. This task
will provide conceptual layouts for those areas that require
planning. The steering committee will guide this process
to determine park uses and layouts most beneficial to
the community. In all cases, a priority will be placed on
environmental and ecological restoration and preservation.
Meetings/Coordination: The collaborative nature of this
project will include public meetings that require preparation,
handouts, and presentations. This task is intended to cover
the costs associated with these efforts.

Once complete the Master Corridor Plan will layout a clear path
forward toward implementation. Subsequent phases that will
need to be completed are final engineering and construction. The
Redevelopment Commission and its project partners will develop
an implementation matrix that navigates a course to realization for
this project. The goal will be to design and construct the trail as the
backbone of the corridor, with specific sites entering development
over a course of several years, as funding becomes available.
What is the importance of this project to your organization and the
community it serves?
In terms of the project’s importance to the Redevelopment
Commission this project will complement the organization’s effort
to revitalize the downtown corridor and reposition Trail Creek as an

attractive asset. For several years, the Redevelopment Commission
has worked diligently to acquire land along the Trail Creek corridor
and to develop strategies for reinventing Michigan City’s North End.
This project, once implemented, will be an important early step in
reclaiming Michigan City’s lone tributary to Lake Michigan for public
use. Further, it will provide more than 500 acres of restored and
preserved riparian habitat.
Like many industrial communities, Michigan City historically used the
shores of Trail Creek for development that would not be acceptable by
today’s environmentally aware residents. Landfills, recycling facilities,
chemical companies, and factories once bordered the stream. Over
a period of decades these businesses either closed or relocated.
Consequently, the Redevelopment Commission and City began an
aggressive campaign to save the stream. The Sanitary District and
several regional stakeholders developed the “Trail Creek Watershed
Management Plan.” During development of this plan, the vital
importance of maintaining a healthy riparian corridor was recognized.
Consequently, the Redevelopment Commission and City began
purchasing and acquiring land throughout the corridor. The result is
the opportunity to develop a unique setting for visitors and residents.
In addition, the City views the opportunity for this vast nature preserve
immediately upstream of the North End redevelopment area as critical
for drawing business and residents to this underutilized area of the
community. Repositioning a community in the 21st Century requires
recognition that sustainability is an important social and psychological
amenity that cannot be overlooked. And while the Redevelopment
Commission is actively promoting the development of certain
downstream parcels, green space both within that development
and immediately upstream of it has been recognized as critical to
the success of the North End as an attractive place to work and live.
Evidence of the City’s commitment to sustainable development can
be seen by the open space areas included on the attached Lohan
Anderson Trail Creek Plan overview.
The ecosystem service that an expansive riparian corridor provides is

another vital reason for preserving this area along Trail Creek. These
last four years have seen record precipitation in Northwest Indiana.
The result has been persistent and damaging flooding to homes
and business along Trail Creek. As an example, the City has received
funds from FEMA to purchase homes within the project area that
were devastated by recent flooding. Preserving as much riparian
space upstream of homes, businesses, and infrastructure will help to
mitigate the damage caused by the increased runoff on impervious
surfaces elsewhere in the watershed.
The benefit to regional nonprofits focused on land conservation
and healthy waterways, International Friendship Gardens, Save the
Dunes and Shirley Heinze Land Trust, is an added benefit. Between
these nonprofit organizations more than 500 additional acres
within the watershed have been preserved. These organizations
have indicated an interest to expand the impact of their holdings
by creating contiguous preservation areas. Given the Trail Creek
Greenspace Project is not far from land held by these groups, Save
the Dunes’ Trail Creek Fen is located on Trail Creek further upstream,
as is International Friendship Gardens, creating a much larger open
space opportunity with municipally preserved open areas is well
within the realm of near term possibilities. This plan would help to
broaden such connections.
Lastly, the City has witnessed through other municipally driven
projects that cultivating natural areas with trails, water features, and
meditative spots creates a healthier community. Striebel Pond, for
example, was a fallow farm field that has been redeveloped into a
walking/running path, and two large ponds surrounded by native
plantings. Almost immediately, this 50 acre park has become an
incredibly popular location for running, walking, rollerblading, and
other activities. By developing a much larger corridor along Trail
Creek, the City envisions similar enthusiasm and responsiveness
from residents and visitors alike.
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Who will work on this project?
The City has engaged a consultant team with sustainable and green
infrastructure experience, as well as familiarity with City. This team, led
by Weaver Boos Consultants and Hitchcock Design Group, has worked
on the Charles R. Westcott Gateway Park, a new park along Trail Creek.
In addition, they have teamed on The Lake Riverdale Sustainable
Master Plan, which is a project similar in nature and scope.

largest single supporter of the Trail Creek Greenspace Project. Through
a competitive grant process, The Lake Michigan Coastal Program has
awarded the City $256,530 for land acquisition, park development,
and stream stabilization. These funds have required equal matching
funds from the City. A summary of these funds has been included as
an attachment, along with maps and project descriptions for select
projects.

The Field Museum’s Environment, Culture, and Conservation
Department will be working with regional universities to perform a
Bioblitz and provide ecological advice throughout the project.
Also, an education consortium, “The Great Lakes Innovative
Stewardship Through Education Network,” comprised of the 5 colleges
and universities in Northwest Indiana have agreed to participate on
the Bioblitz and may provide other volunteer services as part of this
project. These universities, directed by Dr. Erin Argyilan, are: Indiana
University Northwest, Purdue University Calumet, Purdue University
North Central, Ivy Tech, and Valparaiso University. The University of
Notre Dame and Taylor University have also expressed an interest in
participating on this project.

The Section 319 program funded the Trail Creek Watershed
Management Plan (see attachment). As a result of this plan, the City
may be eligible for project implementation funds for elements of the
plan that meet the Section 319 requirements.

Other consultants may be engaged on an as needed basis as the
project progresses, but the firms mentioned herein provide the heart
of the project team.
Where else have you applied for past (if applicable) and current project
support? From where have you received additional project support?
Past and current project support has been provided by the Lake
Michigan Coastal Program (See Past Grant Information), the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management’s Section 319 Program
(Section 319), USEPA Brownfields grants, Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Grants, and the Redevelopment
Commission.
For the past seven years, The Lake Michigan Coastal Program, in
conjunction with City Council approved matching funds, has been the
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The USEPA has funded three brownfields cleanup projects along the
corridor. These include the Weber Sign Company demolition and
remediation, the Icehouse demolition and remediation, and the site
where Pioneer Lumber is now located. We anticipate applying for
other brownfields funds to help redevelop the Waste, Inc. landfill site
along Trail Creek.
FEMA has funded the acquisition of properties that have been
damaged by flood waters along Trail Creek. These funds have also
supported the demolition of homes with flood damage.
The Redevelopment Commission has met the matching funds grant
requirements, and provided funding for some land acquisition.
Currently, the Redevelopment Commission is funding Phase I of the
planning process for this project and has committed to supporting
subsequent phases to the extent possible given budgetary constraints.
Will the project continue after the proposed grant period? If so, how
will it be sustained, both programmatically and financially?
The Redevelopment Commission’s will continue this project after the
proposed grant period. It is anticipated that project implementation,
including additional acquisition and construction, will be roughly
5-10 years in duration after completion of the initial plan and design

work. Once the construction is completed under the Redevelopment
Commission, the facilities will be transitioned to the Parks and
Recreation Department. These facilities will primarily be for passive
recreation, although some budgetary increases will need to be made
to help manage the parks and trails. Future repairs and improvements
will completed with a combination of Redevelopment Commission
funds, Parks funds, and grants.
It should be noted that there is strong support in the community for
this project concept. It is considered a high priority by elected officials,
department heads, and community and regional organization.
If a grant is not approved, how will the proposed work be undertaken?
Without moving forward quickly and effectively on the planning and
design phases of the Trail Creek Greenspace Plan, the implementation
process will take much longer and the City may lose out on the
substantial recent support and interest in conserving Great Lakes
area open space that has been cultivated through The Great Lakes
Restoration Initiative, Sustain Our Great Lakes, other programs, and
environmental organizations.
The Redevelopment Commission, in partnership with other City
departments and nonprofits, has expressed interest in continuing
to acquire open space within the City limits. Ultimately these areas
will be knitted together within the City, and connected to other
regional greenspaces, such as the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.
Toward that end, The Trail Creek corridor, through the Trail Creek
Greenspace Plan, has been identified as the foundation for this more
comprehensive and broader reaching plan.
However, this ambitious goal of creating a broad open space network
will be in jeopardy if some planning is not done to illustrate and
promote the project in the near term. Some open spaces along Trail
Creek and elsewhere that are targeted by the City for acquisition
are under constant development pressure. A comprehensive plan
that connects these in an accessible and well thought out way will

generate an important tool for encouraging the significance of future
acquisition and public access development.
The Redevelopment Commission recognizes that the surge in interest
on the Great Lakes brings increased, thought limited, opportunities
and focus to conservation. To capitalize on this enthusiasm, as well as
state, federal, and private funding for conservation-oriented projects,
there is a need to move quickly. Without the resources to complete
the Trail Creek Greenspace Plan in the near term, it is likely that the
Redevelopment Commission and City will extend the planning
process over a series of years, which will probably compromise those
subsequent open space acquisition and connectivity opportunities.
What is your organization’s unique role? Who else does similar
work in your area, including non-profit and for-profit organizations
and government agencies? How will you collaborate with other
organizations?
The Redevelopment Commission’s unique municipal charge is
to cultivate and implement projects that promote economic
development and quality of life improvements. The uniqueness of
the organization lies in our aim to blend both economic development
and quality of life. While other area and municipal organizations focus
on aspects of these two areas, the Redevelopment Commission has
made it a goal to identify and develop projects that promote both
simultaneously. The Trail Creek Greenspace Plan will meet both of
these goals by offering an inexpensive and health-oriented option for
residents’ quality of life, as well as an appealing public infrastructure
draw that can attract visitors who may want an alternative, or
temporary respite, to shopping, beaches, or other area activities.
Several organizations and government agencies have partnered with
the Redevelopment Commission in the past during the acquisition
and development of select parcels along this corridor. As indicated
above, The Lake Michigan Coastal Program has funded several park
developments and assisted with land acquisition along the Trail
Creek corridor. In addition, Save the Dunes, a regional environmental
organization, has partnered with the Redevelopment Commission
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on land acquisition projects in the project area. Other organizations,
such as the Northwest Indiana Steelheaders and the Northwest
Indiana Paddling Association are stakeholders who seek to promote
angling opportunities and canoe and kayak opportunities along Trail
Creek. These organizations have already been included in dialogue
about the corridor and have expressed interest in participating on the
project steering committee outlined in more detail below.
It is worth noting that there is a substantial opportunity to integrate
multiple other open space and green corridors through strategic
partnerships. As shown on the attached Regional Greenspace Map,
Shirley Heinze Land Trust and Save the Dunes both own substantial
open space areas within Michigan City limits. In addition, the LaPorte
County Parks Department, International Friendship Gardens, and
Pottawatomie Country Club control several hundred acres that
can be tied into the Trail Creek Greenspace Plan to create a more
comprehensive regional greenspace project. Dialogue has begun to
identify how to integrate these properties for improved public access.
The goal for all partners is to create a more cohesive understanding
of the ecological significance of the region, and to offer an attractive
buffer that can provide wildlife and plant habitat as a balance against
the pressures of development elsewhere in the region.
The Redevelopment Commission, City, and several partners, including
The Lake Michigan Coastal Program, Save the Dunes and the Northwest
Indiana Paddling Association, have begun developing educational
programs with the Michigan City Area Schools. Currently, the focus
areas are Barker and Krueger Middle Schools, which are located near
forest preserve areas within the City. Krueger Middle School is located
adjacent to Karwick Nature Park along Trail Creek and already uses this
area for some classes. Open space areas will generally be used to study
ecology, biology, and to promote science oriented programs.
With respect to municipal departments, the Michigan City Department
of Parks and Recreation and the Michigan City Sanitary District will be
the primary participants in the planning process. Both Departments
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are responsible for properties along or near the Trail Creek corridor.
The Sanitary District has indicated an interest in reducing its facility
footprint and donating land as open space. And the Parks Department
manages Winding Creek Cove, Hansen Park, and the Karwick Nature
Park. Once complete, the Parks Department will be responsible
for maintenance of the publicly owned portions of the corridor.
Throughout the planning process these government departments
will offer important input.
Do you plan to address any management challenges this year (e.g.
board, facilities, financial, human resources, marketing, technology,
etc.)? If so, describe how do you plan to mediate the challenge (e.g.
consultation, technical assistance, training).
The Redevelopment Commission views this project as an important
element in repositioning the City as an attractive and healthy
community; an example of what a Calumet Region community can
do with industrial blight, vacant lands, and remnant greenspaces.
Accomplishing this will require outreach and branding to help
community, regional partners, and potential users better understand
the importance of this corridor. For instance, the redevelopment
of the Waste, Inc. landfill may prove questionable for those who do
not understand that landfill to parks projects have been performed
throughout the country with great success. Such a project will
require an educational and promotional campaign that illustrates
the importance of redeveloping underutilized areas into functional
spaces. The challenge will be to cultivate awareness and support for a
project that may be viewed as nontraditional in the Calumet area. With
this in mind, the Redevelopment Commission is committed to begin
branding the corridor in the earliest phases of the planning project to
ensure a successful project as implementation proceeds.
There are several key steps the Redevelopment Commission has
identified to ensure success. First, the City has asked its consultants,
already engaged for Phase I planning, to hold a series of promotional
workshops to outline the goals of the project and to begin engaging
stakeholders, including: regional activities groups (fishing, paddling,

hiking, etc.), conservation groups (The Field Museum, Shirley Heinze
Land Trust, Save the Dunes, Openlands, and others), municipal
officials, foundations (Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation,
Unity Foundation of LaPorte County, Inc., and industry (ArcelorMittal,
and Nisource). To date, two of these workshops have been held and
the response was quite positive. Several participants have indicated
a willingness to participate in the next step, a project steering
committee.
The project steering committee will help to develop concepts and
promotional materials that will generate enthusiasm and educational
opportunities for conservation within the City limits. The steering
committee will be made up of interested parties who have relevant
experience with conservation, fundraising, promotions, and
activity development. These groups have extensive networks that
can promote such a project and help to generate public interest.
Developing thematic elements and activities that highlight the project
opportunities will be an early goal of the steering committee, as well.
Lastly, the Redevelopment Commission will work with its consultants
and regionally focused groups, like the LaPorte County Convention
and Visitors Bureau and the Northwest Indiana Regional Planning
Commission, to promote Michigan City as a regional locale for passive
and active outdoor recreation. While the City is recognized for its
beaches and boating opportunities, we want to encourage visitors
and residents to begin to explore its many greenspace resources as
a low cost high reward recreation option. We will promote this in the
context of the City’s connectivity to regional trails, waterways, bike
routes, and other outdoor opportunities.
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TRAIL CREEK RE-USE PLAN

I L L U S T R AT I V E M A S T E R P L A N

An aerial cable tramway from the new pedestrian bridge
to the beautiful lakefront beaches at Washington Park.
This will provide an essential pedestrian connection to this
highley desirable recreational amenity. It will also provide
an exciting passenger experience, with aerial views of Lake
Michigan, and on clear days to Chicago. At night it can be
lit as a beacon to the surrounding area with the tram cars
moving back and forth.
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P2
North
Park

High-rise residential structures are located facing the
large open spaces east of
Michigan Boulevard. The
towers are also positioned
so that they frame the Trail
Creek Landing, and are far
enough apart to preserve
view of the beaches and the
lake.

P4

Marina
Tram
Station

Two operable pedestrian
bridges spanning over Trail
Creek to facilitate easy
crossing from the Blue Chip
Casino and the rest of downtown Michigan City.
A nature preserve on an
island southeast of the casino has sandy beaches and
wetland areas for migrating
birds and natural beauty.

Casino
Complex
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Jumbotron
Screen

P6
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Trail Creek
Landing

The Illustrative Master Plan shown illustrates the underlying framework of streets, open space and parcels, with
an overlay of potential building structures.
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Outdoor dining at the pedestrian esplanade along the
Creek, to take advantage of
water views. Amenities include grocery store, restaurants and other supporting
retail.

P3
P1

Structured parking is accommodated in the interior
of redevelopment blocks to
minimize its visual impact
on the surrounding neighborhood. They will use a
shared parking concept to
minimize the number of
parking spaces that need to
be built.

Two to three story townhouses are proposed between 5th and 6th Streets
to ﬁt with the scale of the
adjacent Elston Grove neighborhood.

An expanded marina area
with additional boat slips
northwest of the casino.
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Turning
Basin

Beach

A park and outdoor movie
area (Trail Creek Landing)
across from the casino boat
with its side partially covered by a large Jumbotron
screen. Park open space is
available for general use by
local residents, concerts, and
for larger City-wide events.
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Project Budget

Trail Creek Greenspace Project
Budget Estimate
Land Acquisition and Restoration
Michigan City*………………………………………………………….$256,530
Grants…………………………………………………………………..$256,530
Total…………………….$513,060
*The City is currently negotiating additional purchases with FEMA monies, the amount
of which has yet to be determined.
Project Tasks:
Phase I:

Corridor Plan Development: Phase I is currently underway.
a. Itemized Costs
i. Data Collection and Analysis………………….....$15,000
ii. Site Visits…………………………………….......$3,000
iii. Meetings/Coordination…………………………..$2,000
iv. Planning, Mapping, Preliminary Engineering…...$15,000
Total Phase I Cost: $35,000
Schedule:

Phase II:

3 months

Master Corridor Plan:
a. Itemized Costs
i. BioBlitz…………………………………………..$10,000
ii. Stormwater Management Strategies……………..$20,000
iii. Environmental Review…………………………...$12,000
iv. Conservation Strategy……………………………$10,000
v. Proposed Trail Layout……………………………$15,000
vi. Site Plans………….…………………….………..$45,000
vii. Meetings/Coordination…………………………...$3,000
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Total Phase II Cost:

$115,000

Schedule:

6 months
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Past Grant Information

990 Statement
990 Statement
The Michigan City Redevelopment Commission is a municipal organization that does not
submit a 990 form.
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Engineering

Planning and Landscape Architecture

70 West Madison Street, Suite 4250
Chicago, Illinois 60602

180 North Wacker Drive, Suite 003
Chicago, Illinois 60606

T 312.922.1030
www.weaverboos.com

T 312.634.2100
www.hitchcockdesigngroup.com

